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Abstract—As different types of user feedback are becoming
available, from a variety of sources and in large amount, several
analysis techniques have been developed with the purpose of
extracting information that can be useful for requirements
engineering purposes. For instance, automated extraction and
prioritization of feature requests have been recently investi-
gated for the specific case of app development, where the key
prioritization criterion is value for the user. For other types
of software applications and services, software evolution relies
on multi-criteria requirements prioritization, which may take
into account different stakeholders’ perspectives, thus leading
to a complex decision-making problem. Different automated
reasoning techniques have been proposed to support multi-
criteria requirements prioritization, aimed at reducing human
effort and improving the quality of the resulting ranking of the
candidate requirements.

The goal of our research is to understand how we can ex-
ploit user feedback in tool-supported multi-criteria requirements
prioritization processes. Towards this objective, we discuss the
properties of user feedback which are relevant for requirements
prioritization, formulate a multi-criteria requirements prioritiza-
tion problem, and outline a possible solution that integrates state
of the art automated reasoning techniques which we extend to
cope with information derived from user feedback.

Index Terms—user feedback; requirements prioritization;
multi-criteria automated requirements prioritization

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing availability of end-user feedback, which can
be collected either through social media or dedicated feedback
gathering and monitoring techniques, gives the opportunity to
change the way we perform Requirements Engineering (RE)
tasks, since it enables new ways for user participation in RE
processes. This is a key aspect in the so called Market Driven
Requirements Engineering (MODRE), e.g., [19], and in the
recently proposed CrowdRE paradigm, which gives end-users
a prominent role with respect to other stakeholders [7].

How to exploit user feedback in RE tasks, such as require-
ments elicitation, analysis or requirements prioritization in
software evolution processes has been investigated for particu-
lar cases, such as release planning for app development, where
the key prioritization criterion is value for the user, e.g. [10],
[22]. For other types of software applications and services,
software evolution rests on multi-criteria requirements prior-
itization, and has to take into account different stakeholders’
opinions, including business managers, technology experts
besides customers and end-users, thus leading to a complex
decision-making problem. A variety of automated reasoning

techniques has been proposed to support multi-criteria re-
quirements prioritization when several decision-makers are
involved, as discussed also in recent literature reviews, e.g.
[1]. The purpose is that of reducing the human effort and of
improving the quality of the output of this task, namely the
ranking of the candidate requirements. For instance, search-
based optimization techniques can be used when considering
requirements prioritization as a multi-objective optimization
problem, e.g. [23]. Satisfiability Modulo Theory techniques,
e.g. [17] are applied when the problem is treated as a constraint
satisfaction problem, and Machine Learning techniques [18],
when requirements prioritization is stated as an incremental
preference learning problem whose solution can be approx-
imated at a different degree of accuracy. Moreover, several
tool-supported approaches address requirements prioritization
as a pairwise decision-making problem, resting on the AHP
technique [20].

The goal of our research is to understand how we can exploit
user feedback in tool-supported multi-criteria requirements
prioritization processes, where a set of expert decision-makers
are involved. Towards this objective we identify the following
questions:

• Q1: Which properties of user feedback can be exploited
to improve the quality of the resulting ranking so as to
better satisfy the expectation of stakeholders, including
users? and How can we extract those properties?

• Q2: How can we include these properties in the require-
ments prioritization problem formulation? and How can
we solve the resulting requirements prioritization problem
using automated techniques?

In this paper we first discuss how to answer Q1, for the
case of semi-structured textual user feedback [15], as in issue
tracking systems, for software applications like OpenOffice 1.
We then answer Q2, including a formal definition for the
multi-criteria requirements prioritization problem where the
opinions of multiple stakeholders (i.e., decision-makers and
end-users) are taken into account. We propose a tool-supported
process that exploits automated reasoning techniques, which
we extend to solve the stated problem. The novel contribution
of this paper lies mainly in our answer to Q2, while for
user feedback analysis we build upon previously proposed
techniques from the state of the art.

1https://issues.apache.org/ooo
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II
we summarize research works that analyze user feedback
in light of its exploitation for RE tasks; in Section III we
present our answers to Q1; in Section IV we answer Q2; and
in Section V we summarize next steps in our research and
conclude the paper.

II. BACKGROUND: USER FEEDBACK AND RE TASKS

In this work, we rely on state of the art analysis techniques
for extracting relevant information from user feedback that
we can use in the requirements prioritization process. Conse-
quently, in this section we discuss the various types of user
feedback analysis techniques from the state of the art that can
be used for processing and analyzing textual feedback, in the
context of RE tasks.

According to the ontology of user feedback [15], user
feedback may be implicit or explicit. Implicit feedback is
expressed through the user behavior, and can be captured for
instance in user’s logs. In the following, when we refer to user
feedback, we refer to explicit user feedback, which rests on
the user’s intention to communicate something to someone.
There are different types of user feedback [15] depending
on their format of presentation, which in turn is determined
by the platform through which it is collected. For instance,
typical examples of unstructured feedback are emails. Semi-
structured feedback refer to the combination of a selection
of some options or lists of elements plus free text, as in app
store reviews. Structured feedback refers to feedback which is
based on selections of options (i.e., checkboxes, lists, buttons)
and a description. Such feedback comes for instance from
customized gathering tools or issue tracking systems.

The analysis of user feedback can be done in different ways,
for instance there are Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tools that can interpret the sentiment of the text (SentiStrength,
SentiWordNet, Stanford Core, etc.). Another type of analysis
is the inference of topics by applying topic modeling tools
(LDA, Stanford topic modeling tool) or by employing a
more complex type of analysis using the basic linguistic
analysis of POS tagging, entity recognition, sentence parsing,
tokenization, etc.

Recent research works mainly focus on semi-structured
feedback from app stores [6], [8], [10], [22], [5], [9], [3]. They
exploit the properties of user feedback that we call basic, such
as the stars (i.e., rating), title and description (text), to derive
other properties that we call derived, such as sentiment, topic,
and length.

Guzman et al. [8] apply a collocation algorithm to identify
compound features (i.e., features of apps expressed in two
keywords, e.g. “uploading pictures”) and lexical sentiment
analysis to get a score that is assigned to each sentence
and in consequence to the feature(s) that are contained in
such a sentence. The final step in their approach is to apply
topic modeling to produce a high-level summary containing
groups of different features. This approach supports automated
analysis for software evolution by extracting potential features
to be implemented.

On the other side, Fu et al. [6] describe an approach that
analyses user feedback in three levels: at the micro level they
apply sentiment analysis to words in order to predict the
rating score of a comment; at the meso level they aggregate
comments of each app and they apply topic modeling; and
the macro level aims to understand the user preferences over
different types of apps.

Maalej et al. [10] present a study that compares different
classification techniques (i.e., Naive Bayes, Decision Trees,
and MaxEnt) to measure how accurately they can predict
one of the four review types: bug report, feature request,
user experience, and rating. On a similar line, the Crowd
Listener for releAse Planning (CLAP) [22] approach auto-
matically categorizes user reviews into suggestions for new
feature, bug report, and other. The approach aims at supporting
the requirements analysis, prioritization, as well as release
planning tasks. CLAP clusters related reviews in a single
request and recommend which review should be satisfied in
the next release. The prioritization of feedback clusters for the
next release is achieved through the usage of some predictor
features: number of reviews in the cluster, average rating of
the cluster, difference between the average rating of the cluster
and the average rating of the app, the average difference of
the ratings assigned by users in the cluster who reviewed older
releases, and the number of different hardware devices in the
cluster.

The work of Di Sorbo et al. [5] presents a two-level classifi-
cation model that takes into account both the users’ intentions
(when giving feedback to developers) and the review topic,
which is the specific aspect of the app covered by the review.
The intent classifier combines NLP, Sentiment Analysis (SA)
and text analysis techniques through a Machine Learning (ML)
algorithm for detecting sentences in user reviews that are
important from a maintenance perspective.

Keertipati et al. [9] consider the use of four attributes to be
exploited for the prioritization of features to be improved. The
four attributes are: frequency of a feature, rating, emotions, and
deontics. The authors propose three prioritization approaches:
1) individual attribute-based - when ranking features based on
their frequency, the ratings are not considered; 2) weighted
approach - enables the combination of two or more attributes
in the prioritization; 3) regression-based approach - data-driven
approach to examine influential variables for determining the
severity of reviews.

Ciurumelea et al. [3] recently proposed a taxonomy to
support the automated analysis of user feedback for identifying
those that contain relevant issues and link them to the source
code files that should be modified. The taxonomy considers
high level categories (compatibility, usage, resources, pricing,
protection and complaint) and low level categories per each
high level category (device, android version, hardware; app
usability, ui; performance, battery, memory; licensing, price;
security, privacy). Such a taxonomy is exploited by a tool to
automatically classify reviews, using ML techniques, and link
those reviews to the related source code files.

Differently from the aforementioned works, Merten et



al. [12] highlight the attention to software features from
comments in issue tracking systems, from the requirements
analysis point of view. Their approach aims at employing ML
algorithms for detecting the three parts of a software feature
request: (1) “requests”, text that requests for a distinguishing
characteristic of a software item (e.g., a functionality) that
provides value for users; (2) “clarifications”, text that explains
a request; and (3) “solution proposals”, text that describes
implementation ideas.

The approaches described so far perform prioritization of
features to be implemented without considering the prefer-
ences of all the stakeholders, that is, they mostly rely on the
end user feedback. While this may be the case for apps, where
end user satisfaction is of utmost importance, in other software
development contexts (i.e., software different from mobile
apps), there could be other important stakeholders whose
preferences need to be considered as well. Our work aims
at achieving this goal of integrating end user feedback as well
as the preferences of other stakeholders in the requirements
prioritization process. Such integration is described in the
formalization of the requirements problem in Section IV.

III. PROPERTIES OF USER FEEDBACK: ANSWERING Q1

To our knowledge, exploiting user feedback into a tool-
supported multi-criteria requirements prioritization process
seems to be neglected. Here we want to investigate how this
can be done, by firstly identifying the properties that can be
relevant to this purpose (answering Q1) and then by exploring
how to exploit them in the requirements prioritization process
(answering Q2, in the next section).

A. What are the properties of user feedback?

The OpenOffice Bugzilla is an issue tracking system for the
OpenOffice suite. An example of issue can be seen in https://
bz.apache.org/ooo/show bug.cgi?id=80049. By analyzing this
repository, we have selected those properties that, according
to our knowledge, are more relevant to be considered for
the requirements prioritization problem. The selection criteria
depend on the actual possibility of (i) effectively extracting
them from the repository, and (ii) actually using them in the
prioritization process.

Generally speaking, we are interested in knowing what the
user wants or does not want, and how strongly (s)he wants or
does not want something. In order to capture this information
we identified the following relevant properties (see Table I).

TABLE I
USER FEEDBACK PROPERTIES

Basic properties
(input)

Analysis technique Derived properties
(output)

Title POS tagging Features
Topic modeling Topics
Sentiment analysis Sentiment

Description Same as for Title + Same as for Title +

Speech act annotation Intentions
Deontic moods

Sentence parser Length

As basic properties we can mention title and description.
They are text based properties, the first one contains a reduced
number of words (short sentence), while the second can
contain several sentences, and generally are attributes of all
such kind of user feedback platforms.

Based on the basic properties we can obtain derived prop-
erties, for instance features are to be intended in a software
engineering sense — i.e., names of software functionalities
that characterize the systems, which is addressed by the user
feedback. Features can be single words or compound words,
bi-grams (e.g., diagonal line, table header). Topics are a higher
level clustering of features, expressed as a set of terms (e.g.,
“inserting, diagonal line, word, table header”). Sentiment can
be a value of negative, positive or neutral, and represents the
subjective setting of the user towards the aspect that (s)he is
reporting.

Moreover, intention is assertion related to a feature, which
represents the ultimate objective that the user wants to achieve
by issuing a certain feedback entry (e.g., “the user will meet
the following problems...”). Deontic mood refers to the deontic
modality — i.e., a linguistic modality that indicates how the
world ought to be according to certain norms, expectations,
speaker desire, etc. In our case, it is a way to know the degree
of requirement of something or desire for something, made
by the user (e.g., “The writer editor must allow a user to
link a spreadsheet”). This is highly related to the speech act
annotation. And, length is a numerical property that represents
the number of words or sentences in a text.

While some of these properties can be straightforwardly
obtained from a given user feedback (e.g. text and description),
other seem more difficult. However, at the state of the art,
analysis techniques exist, which can be applied to the basic
properties, to obtain the derived properties. For example,
Part-of-Sentence (POS) tagging, topic modeling and sentiment
analysis allow us to derive some other properties such as
features, topics and sentiments. Moreover, speech act anno-
tation [13] and sentence parsing can support the identification
of intentions, deontic moods, or length of the textual user
feedback. Table I details the relation between basic and derived
properties, through the analysis techniques.

B. How can we extract those properties?

The user feedback properties listed in Table I can be
obtained by chaining together the analysis techniques in a
composite processing method. Figure 1 illustrates the process-
ing workflow, which relies on existing NLP tools available
online.

The processing method takes as input a (set of) user
feedback, comprised at least by a title and a description, and
uses the following NLP tools to extract properties:
(a) Preprocessing, the first step is to clean the text by removing
noisy elements, like strange characters (e.g. “%$”), using the
regular expressions. Then we have to remove stop words from
the text, i.e. words like “is”, “that”, “in”, “such”. We use
Stanford Core NLP to apply POS tagging to recognize the
nouns, verbs, adjectives and modal verbs, which would be

https://bz.apache.org/ooo/show_bug.cgi?id=80049
https://bz.apache.org/ooo/show_bug.cgi?id=80049


considered as possible features and the deontic moods of the
software in discussion. The lemmatization is performed by the
morphological analyzer provided by GATE [4] to lemmatize
each word to its root, for example the verb “wondering” into
“wonder”.
(b) Sentence parsing, then we use the sentence parser from
the Stanford Core NLP [11].
(c) Tokenization, we tokenize the sentences and also can get
the length of the text by counting the words (using Stanford
Core NLP).
(d) Feature extraction, we can take the approach from [8] to
identify collocation of words and recognize software features
in the form of bi-grams.
(e) Topic modeling, if we consider the Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) we can use the Mallet tool [2] for doing the topic
modeling that will return a set of terms.
(f) Sentiment analysis, also the Stanford tool allows the recog-
nition of the sentiment of the text by getting the sentiment per
sentence (scores for negative or positive sentiment).
(g) Speech acts annotation, by using the tool from our previous
work [14] we can extract the intentions.

The output of this processing method consist in a (set of)
user feedback, annotated with a categorization and a mood.
The categorization informs on what feature is the user feed-
back about, and what topic. The mood refers to the personal
setting of the user, who expressed the feedback, as resulting
from the feedback wording. Specifically, the mood refers to:
(i) the sentiment (positive or negative), (ii) the intention of the
writer, and (iii) the severity of the writing.

Severity indicates how severe the issue is — i.e., how
important is its implementation, or how badly is perceived
by the user the missed implementation. The severity property
is not obtained from any analysis technique but it is calculated
by using other derived properties such as sentiment, deontic
moods and length.

In the next section, we present an approach to include these
derived properties in the requirements prioritization process.
In particular, feature and topics properties are used in the user

Fig. 1. The processing method to extract user feedback properties

feedback-requirement correlation, whilst sentiment, intention
and severity properties are used in the requirements rankings.

IV. USER FEEDBACK AND TOOL-SUPPORTED
REQUIREMENTS PRIORITIZATION: ANSWERING Q2

A. The Prioritization Problem

The relevance of the user feedback properties stays in the
possibility to use them for improving the decisions about the
requirements to be implemented first — i.e., to improve the
quality of the output of the requirements prioritization process.
Typically, in a requirements prioritization process, decision-
makers (such as the members of the IT team and a subset of
the stakeholders) express their preferences according to some
criteria such as development effort, user impact and so on,
to produce a requirements ranking. A certain importance can
be given to the different criteria, and each decision-maker can
have a different importance on different criteria, depending
on his/her role, expertise and so on. To determine the final
requirements prioritization, a synthesis method is applied to
allow integrating the diverse preferences.

In this context, capturing the expected impact of the user
feedback on the requirements to be prioritized is a manual
task, mediated by the comprehension of the decision-makers.
To improve the process outcome, properties that may come
from the analysis of the user feedback, such as the sentiment,
intention or severity, and related to the requirements to be
prioritized, should be exploited by an automated mechanisms
and integrated with the decision making preferences. These
properties may induce rankings among the requirements which
must be taken into consideration in the synthesis of the final
requirements prioritization.

More formally, given:
• R ={r1, r2, . . . , rm} a set of m requirements to be

prioritized (not necessarily independent)
• from decision-makers

– DM ={dm1, dm2, . . . , dmn} n decision-makers
– k criteria of the form {c1 . . . , ck}
– wc weights corresponding to each criterion, of the

form: (wc1, . . . ,wck) where wci is the weight of
criteria ci

– w[dmj , ci] weights corresponding to each decision-
maker on each criterion

– preferences of the form {(ri � rj), . . . } expressed
by the decision-makers where (ri � rj) implies that
requirement ri is preferred over requirement rj

• from user feedback
– a set of functions fi : R → R ∪ ⊥ on the require-

ments, these functions are based on the derived prop-
erties (examples are sentiment, intention or severity)
from the user feedback that induce (partial) rankings
on the requirements

• a final ranking function finalRank : R → R that
prioritizes the set of requirements

the requirements prioritization problem consists in finding
the appropriate ranking finalRank that takes into account the



preferences of the decision-makers (ri � rj) and the different
properties of the requirements expressed by the users fi.

B. A Tool-supported solution

To address the problem of prioritizing requirements includ-
ing user feedback properties, we introduce a tool-supported
process composed by two main phases: (1) the user feedback-
requirements correlation, and (2) the feedback-driven require-
ments prioritization. The overall process is summarized in
Figure 2.

In the first phase, the data, extracted from the analysis of the
user feedback, are associated to requirements. To accomplish
this phase, two steps are performed:
(1.a) Associate requirements to user feedback. In this step, we
search a set of “similar” user feedback for each requirement
using similarity functions. A similarity function calculates
similarity scores between two textual contents. To do this the
function should identify and evaluate “textual equivalence”
and “textual variations” such as synonyms in a specific domain
(domain of the target software application). Then, a crucial and
challenging step is to identify the correct domain knowledge
(terms used in the domain of the software). With respect to
the problem of prioritizing requirements against user feedback,
the domain is expressed by two different sources: end users
and stakeholders of the software project.

In this proposal, the properties used to determine similarities
are features and topics. The feasibility of this solution is
based on previous works (discussed in Section II). However, a
research exploration should be performed to determine which
of these properties are more appropriate to extract more
accurate similarities between requirements and user feedback.
(1.b) Calculate properties of requirements. Once the associa-
tions between requirements and user feedback are established,
aggregation functions are used to calculate or derive proper-
ties of requirements. An aggregation function could be the
average or mean of the set of values of the derived properties
(such as sentiment, intention and severity) extracted from user
feedback. In other words, the sentiment of a requirement is
calculated as the average or mean of the sentiment values
of the set of “similar” user feedback to the requirement (the
same idea is applied to calculate intention and severity of
requirements).

In the second phase, the requirements, annotated with
the corresponding aggregated properties derived from user
feedback, are prioritized. As already pointed out, the aim
is that of directly exploiting the different properties of user
feedback and including them as a set of functions in the
requirements prioritization process, for instance in industrial
(non-app) contexts [16]. So, the kind of methods we intend to
use in the process are those that assure a fruitful interaction
with the decision-makers and, at the same time, are able to
incorporate the knowledge from two sources: the decision-
makers preferences and functions derived from user feedback.
The algorithms should be able to identify conflicts between
the different sources of knowledge and focus the attention
of the decision-makers on these conflicts to support their

Fig. 2. Overview of an approach to exploit user feedback for requirements
prioritization

solution and minimize the effort of the decision-makers. The
ideal method should be characterized by the three main steps
reported below that should be iteratively performed till a
stable ranking finalRank is found that represent an acceptable
ranking compromise for the decision-makers (see the bottom
part of Figure 2).
(2.a) Select new requirements to be prioritized by the decision-
maker. On the bases of possible missing or conflicting knowl-
edge between the user feedback and decision-makers, choose
the most appropriate preferences to elicit from the decision-
makers in order to solve the conflicts and fill missing informa-
tion (so, for example, asking the preferences on pairs (Rx, Ry)
that allow to complete the information or to understand the
direction of the preference relationship between two require-
ments).
(2.b) Elicit preferences from decision-maker. Interact with the
decision-maker to elicit her preferences, for example in terms
of pairwise relationships (Ri � Rj)

(2.c) Compute the ranking. Weave the information from the
user feedback (the functions fi) with that elicited from the
decision-makers to calculate the current requirement rank.
If the rank is considered “stable” it may be the final one
finalRank : R → R, otherwise new requirements are selected
to be prioritized by decision-makers.

Several algorithms in literature have been proposed to
support such a process that uses different kind of techniques
and heuristics such as Machine learning [18], Satisfiability
Modulo Theory [17], and Genetic Algorithms [21]. All these



algorithms performs the three steps with the main objectives of
weaving knowledge, detecting and solving possible conflicts
and minimizing the information required to the decision-
makers.

V. NEXT STEPS AND CONCLUSION

The proposal presented in this paper expects to improve the
requirements prioritization processes combining information
from two sources, i.e. decision-makers and end users. The next
step of the proposal is the precise definition of the different
components to support the flow of information from the user
feedback, to the feedback properties extraction to their actual
use in the automated prioritization step in conjunction with
the decision-makers preferences. A relevant point here will be
the characterization of the feedback properties that may be
actually used in the automated prioritization steps and those
that need human competences and intervention to be exploited
in the decision process.

Another important area of interest is that of system evolu-
tion in which new requirements are detected that should be
integrated with the current set of requirements. In this case
both the feedback analysis techniques and the prioritization
techniques should be adapted to these changing scenarios.

Of paramount importance is the validation of the approach
in real case studies to evaluate its usefulness and trustful-
ness. The evaluation should also contribute to explore the
accuracy of the results when features or topics are used to
relate requirements and user feedback and to investigate how
the similarity functions proposed here respond to these two
derived properties.

Finally, we should explore different scenarios that the pro-
posal should address. For instance, scenarios in which one or
more requirements are not associated to any user feedback. In
this last case, for example, since no information comes from
the user-feedback side, the decision-maker preference becomes
the prominent source of information for the prioritization so
potentially having an unbalanced evaluation in the prioritiza-
tion process with respect to other requirements.
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